FLUORESCENT FLUSH MOUNT FIXTURE
ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
MODEL#31006-113

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETED
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Please read carefully and save these instructions, as you may need them at a later date.
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CAUTION
Turn off the main power at the circuit breaker before installing the fixture, in
order to prevent possible shock.
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GENERAL
All electrical connections must be in accordance with local and national electrical
code (N.E.C) standards. If you are unfamiliar with proper electrical wiring
connections obtain the services of a qualified electrician.
Remove the fixture and the mounting package from the box and make sure that
no parts are missing by referencing the illustrations on the installation instruction.
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ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
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1.Turn off main power at the circuit breaker.
2.Thread the hex nut (11) onto the nipple (12), and screw the nipple (12) through
the mounting bracket(3) into the coupling on the fixture pan (14) a minimum of four
turns.Secure the mounting bracket(3) to the outlet box(1) using the mounting
screws(4).
3.Use the wire connectors (2) to connect the wire: Connect the white supply wire(5)
to the white fixture wire(9), connect the black supply wire(6) to the black fixture
wire(10). Connect the house ground wire(7) to the fixture ground wire(8) with the
greed screw(13). Carefully tuck all the wires back into the outlet box(1). All
installation pls according to Clause 73.7 (d) of UL Standard 507. The wires should
be spread apart with the grounded conductor and the equipment-grounding
conductor on one side of the outlet box and the ungrounded conductor on the other
side of the outlet box.
4.Put the fixture pan(14) through thenipple(12) on the mounting bracket(3) and
secure it using the nut(15).
5.Take out the GU24 bulb(18) and install it to the lamp socket(17).
6.Secure the glass shade(19) with the three side screws(16).
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1.Outlet box
2.Wire connector
3.Mounting bracket
4.Mounting screw
5.White supply wire
6.Black supply wire
7.House ground wire
8.Fixture ground wire
9.White fixture wire
10.Black fixture wire

11.Hex nut
12.Nipple
13.Green screw
14.Fixture pan
15.Nut
16.Side screw
17.Lamp socket
18.GU24 bulb
19.Glass shade

